
 

 

Assembly, installation, operation and maintenance may only 
be begin once all the conditions hereby specified in these 
instructions have been met and that the personnel responsible 
of the assembly, installation, operation or maintenance have 
read and understood these instructions. 

 

 

   

 

These operating instructions address only experts and compe-
tent persons in the sense of DGUV V54 (BGV D8), DGUV V3 
(BGV A3) and DGUV V17 (BGV C1) as well as personnel 
instructed by the owner. 
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1. Foreword 
Thank you for purchasing our D8Plus Stage Operator control system. 
The D8Plus Stage Operator control system is designed for the extreme usage in stage technology and stood the test in 
many occasions.  Our operating instruction explains the proper work with the D8Plus Stage Operator control system. 
Please observe especially the safety advice. 
You must read and understand the operating instruction before starting the transport, start-up and operation of the prod-
uct. Please observe the completeness of the operating instruction according to the table of contents.   
   

1.1. Liability 
These operating instructions were developed with the greatest care possible. The information, dates, remarks and instruc-
tions contained herein comply with the printing date. But these operating instructions can slightly differ from the perform-
ance dates or other characteristics of the products due to the continuous enhancement.  
The operating instructions are subject to alterations and additions, which will be implemented without previous an-
nouncement, especially if the manual contains technical mistakes or misspellings.  
This operating instruction does not contain a declaration which represents a guarantee in the sense of § 443 BGB1 and no 
information regarding the expected usage according to the contract in the sense of § 434 para. 1 clause 1 No. 1 BGB.  
Claims for alterations of products, which are already delivered, can’t be lodged neither from the descriptions or other 
information contained in these operating instructions nor from the illustrations. 
Our warranty and liability for defects on the delivered product including these operating instructions complies only with the 
regulations of the purchase contract under exclusion of further claims.  
   

1.2. Warranty 
We assume the warranty for the operating instruction being developed in accordance with the general technical and 
functional parameters of the delivered technical product.  
We don’t assume any warranty for defects and damages, which are caused due to operating errors, nonobservance of the 
operating instruction including maintenance not performed according to this manual. 
A warranty or liability claim for damages to people and property is excluded especially if they can be put down to one or 
various of the following reasons: 
 Abnormal use,  
 Incorrect transport, incorrect assembly, 
 Operation of the technical product with defective safety equipment or with improperly installed or inoperable safety 

and protection devices,  
 Nonobservance of advice in the operating instruction regarding transport, storage, put into service, operation and 

service of the ChainMaster manual controller,  
 Arbitrary executed adjustments on system parameters,  
 Arbitrarily made settings of parameters which used for safety functions,  
 Removal of parts of the control system respectively installation of spare parts or additional devices which are not 

delivered or allowed by ChainMaster, 
 Exceedance of the determined inspection periods specified in the accident prevention regulations 
 Improperly executed service,  
 Events of disaster caused by foreign bodies or by force majeure. 
 

1.3. Copyright 
This operating instruction is protected by copyright. They are exclusively intended for the operators of the product, its 
personnel and for other people employed by the operator for maintenance purposes. A transfer to third parties is not 
permitted.  
Duplication, distribution and other utilization, also in extracts, is not permitted without consent of ChainMaster.  
 
Non-compliance can have consequences by penal and civil law.  
 

 
1 Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch (German law) 
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1.4. Important terms in the operating instruction 
The following definitions comply with the text of the definitions by the government safety organisations.  
   
1.4.1. Expert  An expert is a person with special knowledge in the field of safety-related and 

machine-related facilities due to a professional education and experience and 
who is familiar with the relevant federal health and safety regulations, with the 
regulations by the government safety organisations and with the generally 
acknowledged rules of technology (e.g. DIN2 standards, VDE3-provisions, 
technical regulations of other member states of the European Union or other 
contractual states of the Agreement on the European Economic Area). The 
person must be able to check and evaluate the occupational safety status of 
safety-related and machine-related facilities and produce an assessment there-
of. 

   
1.4.2. Competent person   A competent person is a person with sufficient knowledge in the field of safety-

related and machine-related facilities due to a professional education and 
experience and who is familiar with the relevant federal health and safety 
regulations, with the regulations by the government safety organizations and 
with the generally acknowledged regulations of technics (e.g. DIN standards, 
VDE-provisions, technical regulations of other member states of the European 
Union or other contractual states of the Agreement on the European Economic 
Area) so that the person is able to evaluate the occupational safety status of 
safety-related and machine-related facilities. 

   
1.4.3. Electrical equipment 

authorized personnel 
 An electrical equipment authorized personnel in the sense of the accident 

prevention regulation is a person, who can evaluate the assigned tasks and can 
recognise possible dangers due to a professional education, knowledge and 
experiences and knowledge of the relevant regulations.  

   
1.4.4. Operating personnel  A member of the operating personnel is a person, who was briefed by the 

employer according to point 2.1.8 on the work with the technical device, whose 
operation is described in this operating instruction.  

   

1.5. General symbols in the operating instruction 
In this operating instruction we warn against possible damages to people or property and give advice regarding the 
operation. Universally valid national regulations regarding health and labour protection must also be observed. For simpli-
fying orientation the corresponding chapters are marked with the following symbols:  
   

 (W00) Warning against danger 
 This symbol marks operating sequences or steps which can cause serious 

personal injuries if the operating instruction is not observed. This symbol also 
marks chapters in the operating instruction which can cause damages to the 
equipment when not observed.  

   
 (W06) Warning against dangers due to floating loads 
 This symbol marks chapters in the operating instruction which warn against 

dangers due to floating loads or due to the general usage of hoisting machines. 
Nonobservance can cause serious personal injuries or death.  

   
 (W08) Warning against dangerous voltage 
 Touching live parts can cause serious injuries or death. Only electrical equip-

ment authorized personnel is allowed to remove parts of the housing (cover of 
electric devices).  

   
 (W23) Warning against risk of crushing 
 This symbol marks chapters in the operating instruction which warn against 

possible dangers due to crushing or trapping of body parts. Nonobservance can 
cause serious injuries.  

                                                           

echnolo-

2 Deutsches Institut für Normung (German Institute for Standardization) 
3 Verband der Elektrotechnik, Elektronik und Informationstechnik (German association for Electrical, Electronic and Information T
gies) 
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 (E03) First aid 
 This symbol marks chapters in the operating instruction which give advice 

regarding the behaviour in cases of accidents. Nonobservance can cause the 
development of further dangerous situations.  

   
 Sentinels 
 Special advice and hints regarding the handling and operation or fault clearance

are marked with this symbol.  

   

Text highlighted in italics
 The terms in italics in the document refers to specific models and variants of the 

control system. The content of this section applies to this model or variant only. 
   

[Key/ button] The name of a key / button is shown in square brackets. 
   
   

1.6. Symbols for the distinction of hoisting machines 
Chain hoists are labelled with an identification mark according to their construction and equipment from which the valid 
use case of the hoist can be seen. 

 Hoisting machines according to DGUV V54 (BGV D8) 
 This symbol is used for marking hoisting machines which comply with the 

requirements of DGUV V54 (BGV D8). These types of hoisting machines must 
not be used for moving loads above people. A secondary safety component is 
required if hoisting machines according to DGUV V54 (BGV D8) are used for 
holding loads above people and the hoisting machine must be completely 
unloaded.  

   
 Hoisting machines according to D8 Plus 
 This symbol is used for marking hoisting machines the specification of which 

complies with the requirements of “D8 Plus” according to SQ P2.  These types 
of hoisting machines must not be used for moving loads above people. Loads 
above people can be hold with this hoisting machine without additional safety 
precautions.  

   
 Hoisting machines according to DGUV V17 (BGV C1) 
 This symbol is used for marking hoisting machines which comply with the 

requirements of DGUV V17 (BGV C1). These types of hoisting machines can be 
used both for holding and moving loads above people. The control of the hoist-
ing machines must also comply with the requirements.  

       
Chapters in this operating instruction, which only apply for certain hoisting machines, are also marked with these symbols.
   

1.7. Regulations and standards 
When working with the electric chain hoists and their controls various regulations and standards in their valid versions 
have to be observed in addition to the remarks in this operating instruction. Some of the applied regulations and standards 
are listed below. This list does not make a claim to be complete.  
The corresponding national regulations have to be observed in other countries.  
 
European Regulations 
2006/42/EC EC-Machine directive 
2004/108/EC EC-Directive relating to electromagnetic compatibility 
 
National Regulations 
BetrSichV German regulation regarding safety and health protection for the provision of 

work equipment and their usage, regarding safety when operating facilities 
which require supervision and regarding the set-up of operational work protec-
tion 
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DGUV Regulations of the German Berufsgenossenschaft 4

DGUV regulation 1 (BGV A1) Principles of prevention 
DGUV regulation 3 (BGV A3) Electrical facilities and equipment 
DGUV regulation 17 (BGV C1) Staging and production facilities for the entertainment Industry 
DGUV regulation 52 (BGV D6) Cranes 
DGUV regulation 54 (BGV D8) Winches, lifting and hoisting devices 
DGUV regulation 309-001  
(BGG/GUV-G 905) 

Rules for testing of cranes 

DGUV regulation 315-390 
(BGG/GUV-G 912) 

Principles of testing of machine technical equipment in stages and studios 

DGUV regulation 309-007 (BGG 956) Logbook for winches, lifting and hoisting devices 
DGUV regulation 309-008  
(BGG 956-1) 

Remarks for the inspection of  winches, lifting and hoisting devices 

DGUV regulation 100-501 
(BGR 500 Chapter 2.8) 

Load carrying devices in hoisting machine operations 

 
Harmonized regulations 
EN ISO 12100 Safety of machinery; - General principles for design – Risk assessment and risk 

reduction 
EN ISO 13849-1 Safety-related parts of control systems -- Part 1: General principles for design 
EN ISO 13849-2 Safety of machinery -- Safety-related parts of control systems -- Part 2: Valida-

tion 
EN ISO 13850 Safety of machinery -- Emergency stop -- Principles for design 
EN 818-7 Short link chain for lifting purposes. Safety. Fine tolerance hoist chain, Grade T 
EN 14492-2 Cranes - Power driven winches and hoists - Part 2: Power driven hoists. 
EN 50178 Electronic equipment for use in power installations 
EN 60034-1 Rotating electrical machines. Part 1 - Rating and performance 
EN 60034-5 Rotating electrical machines. Degrees of protection provided by the integral 

design of rotating electrical machines 
EN 60034-12 Rotating electrical machines – Part 12: Starting performance of single-speed 

three-phase cage induction motors 
EN 60204-32 Safety of machinery. Electrical equipment of machines. Part 32: Requirements 

for hoisting machines 
EN 60529 Degrees of protection provided by enclosures (IP Code) 
EN 60947-1 Specification for low-voltage switchgear and control gear. Part 1: General rules 
EN 60947-3 Low-voltage switchgear and control gear - Part 3: Switches, disconnectors, 

switch-disconnectors and fuse-combination units 
EN 60947-4-1 Low-voltage switchgear and control gear - Part 4-1: Contactors and motor-

starters - Electromechanical contactors and motor-starters 
EN 60950-1 Information technology equipment - Safety - Part 1: General requirements 
EN 61000-6-2 Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) - Part 6-2: Generic standards - Immunity 

for industrial environments 
EN 61000-6-4 Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) - Part 6-4: Generic standards - Emission 

standard for industrial environments 
EN 61800-5-1 Adjustable speed electrical power drive systems - Part 5-1: Safety requirements 

- Electrical, thermal and energy 
  

                                                           
4 (German) employer's liability insurance association 
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National standards and other technical specifications  
DIN 685-5 Round steel link chains; utilization 
DIN 15405-1 Lifting hooks; inspection of forged hooks in service 
DIN 56950 Entertainment technology - Machinery installations - Safety requirements and 

inspections 
DIN VDE 0701-0702 Inspection after repair, modification of electrical appliances - Periodic inspection 

on electrical appliances - General requirements for electrical safety 
FEM 9.511 Rules for the design of series lifting equipment: Classification of mechanisms 
FEM 9.683 Series lifting equipment; Selection of hoisting and travelling motors 
FEM 9.751 Series lifting equipment; Power driven series hoist mechanisms; Safety 
FEM 9.755 Series hoist units; Measures for achieving safe working periods 
SQ P2 IGVW codes of practice for event technology –  Chain Hoists (Replacement for 

VPLT SR2.0) 
 

2. Safety advice and information 
2.1. Safety advice for chain hoists and controls 
   
2.1.1. Environment conditions   The ChainMaster manual controller can be stored within a temperature range 

of -20°C and +60°C and can be operated with the mentioned duty rate within 
an environmental temperature between 0°C and +40°C.  

   The maximum air humidity is 50%, non-condensing.  
   Failure to comply with the operating and storage temperatures may result in 

malfunction or failure of components. 
  Connect the equipment only to a TN three-phase power system with the 

voltage and frequency recommended on the nameplate. 
  A neutral conductor is usually mandatory for the electrical connection of 

electric chain hoists and controls. 
Details can be found in the wiring diagram! 

  A clockwise rotating field is necessary for the connection of the equipment to 
the mains power supply. 

   The continuous operating voltage at the grid connection point of the equip-
ment must be in the range of 0.9 ... 1.1 of the rated voltage like indicated on 
the type plate. 

   The electrical equipment is operating correctly when the conditions at the grid 
connection point match with the description of the network conditions for AC 
power supplies given in EN 60204-32. 

  Parts of this equipment can contain frequency-regulated parts. If this e
ment is operated via residual-current-operated protective devices (RCD) o
AC/DC sensitive residual-current-operated protective devices 

quip-
nly 

(Type B) must be used to avoid a disturbance of the protection 
measurements and to guarantee the protection for indirect contact.  

   Electric circuits with AC/DC all-current sensitive residual current protective 
devices must comply with the requirements of EN 50178 and cannot be 
integrated into electric circuits with pulse-current sensitive residual protective 
devices. 

   Foreign facilities, which are operated adjacently must comply with the re-
quirements of EN 61000-6-2 regarding interference resistance and with EN 
61000-6-4 regarding transient emission (Electromagnetic compatibility). 

   
  An authorisation by ChainMaster is required before operating the control system 

in an aggressive atmosphere or outside the temperature ranges mentioned 
above. It may be necessary to use parts made of different material.  
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2.1.2. Intended usage  D8Plus Stage Operator control systems are intended for the control of electric 

chain hoists for lifting and lowering loads vertically and to travel horizontally with 
those lifted loads with trolleys. The electric chain hoists only may be used for the 
permitted use case according to the identification mark on the hoist (see 1.6) in 
concordance to the SQ P2. 
The control system is intended for professional use only, and is not suitable for 
use by home users. 
Every other mode of use can cause severe damage and is prohibited and the 
risk is on the operator’s responsibility. 

  If the control system is still not completely assembled, then the use of this 
system is still not allowed until it has been certified that this equipment, which 
the system has been installed in, meets the European Machine Directive 
2006/42/ EC. 

   
D8Plus Stage Operator controllers are used to control electric chain hoists and 
other mechanical equipment in the stage technology.  Another usage has to be 
cleared with ChainMaster in advance.  
D8Plus Stage Operator controllers must not be used for the transportation of 
persons with electric chain hoists or moving loads above people. 
Electric chain hoists and controls can only be operated if the assembly and 
installation had been carried out as prescribed and if all parts are functional and 
free of visible damages.  
The selection of the required equipment has to be done by the operators, taking 
into account the respectively occurring hazards and stresses. 
The requirements are to be observed under 2.2. 
The prescribed regular maintenance has to be carried out on a regular basis 
and the required tests has to be performed within the prescribe period of time 
during the complete use period of the controllers.  

  

To ensure a safe working process the health and safety regulations, especially 
the regulations by the accident insurance company and the generally acknowl-
edged rules of technology in their current valid version have to be observed.  

  All works which are performed in connection with the technical product men-
tioned in this manual have to consider the remarks, instruction and prohibitions 
herein.  

  If the controllers are used in connection with other technical products the manu-
als of the manufacturers of the other technical products have to be observed as 
well.   

  Other requirements, which occur from further statutory provisions on the usage 
side, have to be observed as well. The advices in this operating instruction 
remain unaffected.  

  The facility has to be shut down immediately if a deficiency occurs on the 
technical product which could cause inevitable risks for the involved people. 
Further operation has to be prohibited until the deficiency is fixed.  

  The correct repair of the deficiency and the correct function has to be checked 
by a person mentioned in point 1.4.1 – 1.4.3 before a new start-up.  

   
  Another usage than the one intended by ChainMaster has to be cleared with 

ChainMaster generally in advance.  
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2.1.3. Incorrect usage The following usage and operation prohibitions apply for the controller:  
   Control of lifting equipment for the transport of persons 

 Control of lifting equipment for the movement of loads above people 
 Pulling loads which are tilted or dragging loads, tearing off loads 
 Moving loads which are out of sight  

 

 Usage of safety switches and comparable devices for the regular operation 

  Excessive inching operation (e.g. give the motor short switching pulses) 
  Operation of the technical product with defective safety equipment or with 

improperly installed or inoperable safety and protection devices  
  Manipulation on devices for lifting power limitation or on other safety devices

 

  Operation with missing or illegible warnings and security advices on the 
devices 

   Carrying out repairs without special knowledge 
  Unattended operation of the control system  
  Operation by unauthorised people 

   Starting initial operation before a competent person or expert has inspected 
the equipment 

   Using the hoist without having done the regular inspection 
   

Controllers for electric chain hoists work with electric energy.  2.1.4. Advice regarding the 
secure usage of electric 
energy 

 Before first usage please make sure, that all electrical connections are made 
in accordance to the standards, that all cables and connectors are without 
damages and that the whole equipment can be switched off by means of a 
main switch. 

 In the event of a malfunction, the whole facility has to be shut off by using the 
EMERGENCY-STOP button or by switching the main power switch to off 
position.  
The correct remediation of the deficiency and the correct function has to be 
checked by a person mentioned in point 1.4.1 – 1.4.3 before a new start-up. 

  When using extension cables a sufficient wire cross section has to be 
observed, which is adapted to the length of the cable and the current load 
rating. A cable type has to choose, which suits the particular purpose in each 
case. 

  The cables have to be laid in a way that they are protected against damages 
and tensile load.  Damaged cables must be withdrawn from further use.      

  Plugs must not be connected or disconnected in live status.  
Exceptions are CEE-plugs up to a nominal current of 63 A, which generally 
have a sufficient switching capacity according to EN 60309-1.  

 

 

 Only plug and socket devices may be used which are suitable for the occur-
ring demands.  

   
2.1.5. Safety devices Changes regarding the adjustment of safety devices may only be performed by 

experts according to section 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 on operator’s responsibility, if these 
changes are necessary due to usage and if appropriate adjustment possibilities 
are exists. 
The safe operation of chain hoists and controls may not be influenced by 
changes on the adjustments of the safety devices. 
Changes on the safety devices for increasing the load capacity are not permit-
ted.  

 
 

The adjustment of the EMERGENCY- and operational limit switches have to be 
adapted to the actual lifting area on the usage site.  
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2.1.6. Alterations compared to 

the delivery status 
 Alterations or modifications to the controllers from their original manufacturing 

may only be made after consulting the manufacturer and obtaining his consent 
and by using only original parts obtained from the manufacturer. 

  Exceptions are adjustments on safety devices according to point 2.1.5, if these 
are necessary due to usage. 

   
2.1.7. Accessories and spare 

parts 
 Accessories used for the control system must comply with the applicable techni-

cal standards.  
Only original accessories and spare parts according to the spare part list and 
other specifications by the manufacturer have to be used for the installation in 
controllers.  

   
  The manufacturer cannot be held responsible for failures and breakdowns 

caused by use of not original or wrong spare parts. 
   
2.1.8. Briefing and operating 

instruction 
 The employer has to make sure that all people involved in the independent 

operation and maintenance of hoists or technical devices are briefed before 
starting their work so that they are able to reliably fulfil their tasks. 

  The employer has to make sure that this operating instruction is available in a 
legible and complete version at every usage site of the device described in the 
instruction and that the operating personnel has read this operating instruction 
thoroughly before starting to work.  

   
2.1.9. Storage and transport  The controllers have to be handled carefully during storage and transport. They 

must not be tossed and bumped.  
Controllers for a mobile usage should be stored and transported in containers 
especially constructed for this kind of usage.  
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2.2. Requirements for the equipment of electric chain hoists 
   

 The required equipment for the use of electric chain hoists to DGUV V54 (BGV D8) and 
D8 Plus has to select accordingly to the mode of use.  
The following table is intended to be of assistance.  

  
 Type of usage 
 Minimum configuration for 

 
 Load types  DGUV V54  

(BGV D8) D8 Plus 

  

1 
Point load 
 
(statically determined)

 

DGUV V54 
(BGV D8) with 

A1 
D8 Plus 

  

2 
Line load at two hoists
 
(statically determined)

 

DGUV V54 
(BGV D8) with 

A1 
D8 Plus 

  

3 
Area load at three 
hoists 
 
(statically determined)

 

DGUV V54 
(BGV D8) with 

A1 
D8 Plus 

  

4 

Line load at more than 
two hoists 
 
(statically undeter-
mined)  

DGUV V54 
(BGV D8) with 

A1 where 
appropriate,  

with A2 

D8 Plus 
where  

appropriate, 
with A2 

  

5 

Area load at more 
than three hoists 
 
(statically undeter-
mined) 

 

DGUV V54 
(BGV D8) with 

A1 where 
appropriate, 

with A2 

D8 Plus 
where  

appropriate, 
with A2 

  

6 
Guided loads 
 
(statically undeter-
mined) 

 

DGUV V54 
(BGV D8) with 

A1 where 
appropriate, 

with A2 

D8 Plus 
where  

appropriate, 
with A2 

      
  Table 1: requirements for DGUV 54 (BGV D8) and D8 Plus  V
   
  A1 

A2 
Additional measure safety backup component 
Additional measure load monitoring system   

    
  A loa  monitoring (A2) must be made on statically undetermined systems whenever the 

risk of overloading of individual components in the system exists. 
d
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 The required minimum configuration for controls for DGUV V17 (BGV C1) electric chain 
hoists has to be chosen depending on the type of usage. 
The following table was published by the government safety organisation and should 
assist with the decision making. 

   

  Type of usage 

  Minimum configuration for 

  Load types  Set-up opera-
tion          

Simple 
scenic move-

ment 

  

1 Point load 

 

B B 

  

2 Line load at two 
hoists 

 

B B+E2 

  

3 Line load at more 
than two hoists 

 

B+E1+E2 
or 

B+E3 

B+E1+E2 
or 

B+E3 

  

4 Area load at three 
hoists 

 

B 
B+E1+E2 

or 
B+E3 

  

5 Area load at more 
than three hoists 

 

B+E1+E2 
or 

B+E3 
B+E3 

  6 Guided loads 

 

B+E1+E2 
or 

B+E3 

B+E1+E2 
or 

B+E1+E3 

      
  Table 2: requirements for DGUV V17 (BGV C1) 

 Basic configuration for DGUV V17 (BGV C1) chain hoists 

 xtensions of the control system: 
 

rive with group stop 

   
  B
    

  E E
  E1 Underload switch-off 
  E2 Asynchronous group d
  E3 Synchronous group drive 
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3. Directions and prohibitions for use 
   
  The controller may only be operated if it is properly installed and works accu-

rately.  
   
3.1.1. Requirements for the 

operating personnel 
 The Operation of the control system may only be performed by people who were 

authorized with the employer and were briefed by the employer regarding the 
function and the operational conditions according to section 2.1.8. The person 
must be suitable for this task from the physical and sanitary point of view.  

  The operating personnel must observe the operating instruction.  
   
3.1.2. Dangers for people and 

environment 
  When operating lifting equipment, especially for improper use, there are risks 

due to oscillating and falling loads and falling and tumbling objects.  

   There is a risk of crushing, cropping and of being pulled at some parts of the 
hoist and the load in the direct operation area.  

   
  Before the assembly mobile equipment has to subject to a visual test, includ-

ing all parts necessary for the operation e.g. cables. A functional test has to 
be performed before every new commissioning at a new site.   

3.1.3. Precautions and codes of 
practice 

  When moving loads a minimum clearance of 0.5 m to the environmental 
parts has to be observed.  

  The maximum allowable load capacity of hoists has to be observed.  
  Load may only be lifted vertically upwards, pulling loads is not allowed.  
  Loads may only be lifted from a standing position with the lowest lifting speed 

available. Slack suspensions have to be stressed before starting to lift loads. 
  Lifting loads have to be carried out in a way that loads cannot oscillate and 

swing.  
  Secondary safety component have to be used for holding loads above 

people with chain hoists according to DGUV V54 (BGV D8). 
   Switch off the control and secure the control against unauthorized usage 

when leaving the operator station.  
  When using chain hoists in a version according to DGUV V54 (BGV D8) the 

load has to be put down to the ground or has to be secured when leaving the 
operator station. If this is not possible, the area must be closed by means of a 
barrier.  
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3.1.4. Performing movement 

operations 
  The operator has to assure oneself by means of the symbols on the control 

that the move will be carried out in the correct direction before activating 
devices to start the motional process.  

   Motional processes which can cause any dangers have to be carried out only 
if the speed is appropriate for the situation 
and 

 1. if protection devices are available for securing the concerned area  
  or 
 2. if the concerned area will be controlled by the machine operator 
  and 
 3. if the concerned area is clearly and constantly marked.   

 People who are authorized for operating the device may not endanger 
oneself or other people when moving the hoist.  

 The unnecessary stay in the moving range of the hoist is prohibited.  
 If the view is insufficient, the operator has to be instructed by someone else. 

 

 

 Instructions for starting motional processes have to be issued quite clearly.  
    

  In case of a failure the hoist has to be switched off immediately.  3.1.5. Behaviour in case of a 
failure   Determined failures have to be reported immediately to the person in charge. 

   Failures may only be removed by competent personnel according to section 
1.4.1 – 1.4.3. 

   
3.1.6. Behaviour in case of an 

accident 
  Stop operation immediately and the scene of the accident have to be se-

cured! 
  For accidents involving electrical current, disconnect the circuit by switching 

it off or by removing the power plug. 
  Call first-aiders! 
  Dial emergency telephone code  
  Report the accident to the person in charge. 

    
3.1.7. Test   Electrical equipment has to be tested at appropriate intervals. 

Recommended testing intervals are 12 months. 
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4. System overview 
  The D8Plus Stage Operator control system consists of motor controls for chain 

hoists in direct control, motor controls for chain hoists with contactor control and 
various versions of operating units. 

  The motor controllers have the purpose of controlling the direction of movement 
of the chain hoists and, in the event of a load alarm, stop the movement of all 
chain hoists. If the overload protection or slack chain protection (underload) has 
been react, this state can be remedied by specific intervention by the operator. 

  The operation of the control system is carried out by the motor controls and the 
connected remote control unit or control panel. 

  The control system is additionally equipped with an average control system. This 
makes it possible to move the chain hoists when the computer control fails. 

   
Version for direct control The chain hoists are connected to the CEE distributor via 4-pole CEE connec-

tors. 
 The CEE distributor is connected to the motor control via the 16-pole motor 

cable. The assignment of the 16-pin connectors is shown on the label. This 
assignment must be identical to all other 16-pin connectors in a system. 

  The load measuring sensors are connected to the XLR distributor via the 4-pole 
sensor cables. The XLR distributor is connected to the motor control via the 7-
pole sensor cable. 

  The handheld remote control or the control panel is connected to the control 
input of the motor control unit. A further motor control can be connected to the 
control output. At the control output of the last motor control, the terminating plug 
must be plugged in. 

   
Version for contactor control The chain hoists are connected to the motor control via the motor cable. 

  The load measuring sensors are connected to the XLR socket of the chain hoist.
  The handheld remote control or the control panel is connected to the control 

input of the motor control unit. A further motor control can be connected to the 
control output. At the control output of the last motor control, the terminating plug 
must be plugged in. 

   
Addressing Each motor control unit and remote controls with display or control panel must 

have an IP address. The IP address is attached to the motor control unit or the 
control unit. In addition, all motor controllers have an additional IP address for the 
internal I/O module. This is also attached to the motor control unit. 

  Motor controllers or operating units with the same IP address cannot be used 
simultaneously in a system. 

  The addresses in a system do not have to be used continuously, which can lead 
to gaps in the sequence. 

   
Data storage All system configuration data for the current application are located on the motor 

control, which is configured as a master. 
   

Communication Communication between the individual components takes place via Ethernet. For 
this purpose, Ethernet switches are installed in each motor control unit. This 
eliminates the need for an external Ethernet switch. 

   
  Safety-critical signals such as emergency stop, travel command lifting and 

lowering, and stop of all drives when a load alarm occurs are additionally trans-
mitted via separate lines as digital signals, so that they reach their destination 
safely without a delay. 
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  Ethernet-communication 
  A communication link exists between the control unit and the motor control, 

which is configured as a master. 
  The second communication link is between master motor control and further 

motor controllers which operate as slaves. 
  Furthermore, each motor control unit has an internal communication link between 

the CPU and the I/O module. 
   

Average control The D8Plus Stage Operator control is equipped with an average control system. 
This makes it possible to move the chain hoists when the computer control fails. 

  If the average control is activated, no more alarms are evaluated. The shutdown 
of all drives during a load alarm is also deactivated. 

  To activate the average control, the mode selector switch must be set to [MAN] 
from [CPU] on all motor control units.  
The key switch on the remote control or the control panel must then be set to 
[ON] from [OFF]. The emergency stop control is switched on in the motor control 
units by turning the key switch for a short time from [ON] to the [Start] position. 
When the key switch is released, it automatically turns back to the [ON] position. 
When the controls are ready for operation, the [UP] and [DOWN] buttons lights 
up on the handheld remote control unit (except radio) or [READY] on the control 
panel. Chain hoists which are to be moved can be selected via the built-in rocker 
switches [M1] to [M8]. When the chain hoist is selected, the corresponding rocker 
switch lights green. The movement of the chain hoists is initiated by pressing the 
[UP] buttons for directional lifting and [DOWN] for the directional lowering. When 
the corresponding button is released, the movement is automatically stopped. 
The movement is triggered and stopped by the built-in joystick on the control 
panel. To do this, the deadman button on the joystick must be activated in 
addition to the directional lifting (joystick up) or lowering (joystick down). 

 In case of danger, the emergency stop button must be actuated immediately. 
The emergency stop button cannot be unlocked until the state responsible for the 
shutdown has been removed. If the control is to be switched back to the ready-
for-use state, the key switch on the control unit must be turned to the [START] 
position from the [ON] position. 

   
Password protection A password management is integrated to protect the D8Plus Stage Operator 

from unauthorized use. 
   

Performing movements Before the start of a movement, the drives to be moved must be selected and 
activated. This can be done on one of the 8 pages with a graphical layout of the 
symbols. 

  The individual graphical arrangement of the symbols on up to 8 different pages 
can be carried out by the user. 

  Individual chain hoists as well as groups of chain hoists can be selected. 
  The selected chain hoists are activated by an additional release. The movement 

is then carried out as long as the travel command button [UP] or [Down] is 
pressed and predetermined load limits are not exceeded or fallen below. 

   
Monitoring Various conditions of the system and loads of the chain hoists are monitored. 

The various alarm types can be found in the appendix A1. 
   

Emergency stop In case of danger, the emergency stop button must be actuated immediately. 
The emergency stop button cannot be unlocked until the state responsible for the 
shutdown has been removed. 
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Configuration data The following data must be checked or entered before use. 
   Display pages 
   Individual configuration of the 8 screens for controlling the drives. The num-

bers of the drive channels, the symbols of the drives must be assigned, and a 
graphical arrangement can be made per screen side. 

   The background of the control pages can be graphics of type JPG (one 
graphic per page). Thus, the clarity can be improved. 

    
  Load data 
  The load measurement is used to display the current net load as well as the 

monitoring of overload and underload limits. 
The following parameters are required: 

    
   Load data 
   Type-specific data of the load measuring device can be copied from the 

library. Maximum values for the overload and minimum values for the under-
load limit must be filled manually. Furthermore, warning values can be en-
tered which warn the operator that overload or underloading is soon reached.

    
   Adjustment load 
   After installing the system, the tare values of the individual channels must be 

defined. This can either be done by entering the load data or by entering the 
net value in "Adjusting load". Typically, the net load is specified with 0kg if no 
load is attached to the hook. 
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5. Installation and operation 
5.1. Installation 
  All necessary cable connections between the motor controls, the handheld 

remote control or the control panel and the chain hoists as well as the power 
supply must be connected before the control unit is switched on. 

    

5.2. Operating elements 
  The system is operated with the handheld remote control with display or the 

control panel. When the remote control is operated without a display, operation is 
carried out via the built-in displays of the motor controls. 

  Furthermore, control elements are located in the front panel of the motor controls 
for the average operation. 

    
5.2.1. D8Plus Stage Operator  The operating units D8Plus Stage Operator have the following control elements: 
   

Key switch The key switch has two switch positions: Left = OFF, Middle = ON 
As well as a sensing position: Right = activate the emergency stop system. 

   
EMERGENCY STOP button The movement of all drives can be stopped by pressing the EMERGENCY STOP 

button. When actuated, the power supply to the drives is switched off. 
  After unlocking the EMERGENCY STOP button and reactivating the EMER-

GENCY STOP system (key switch to the right), the control can again be used 
normally. The readiness of all the controls is indicated by the [Up / Down] button 
on the control panel. If this is not the emergency stop system has not been 
activated. Reason can be e.g. a defect in one of the connected controllers. 

   
Lift button The lift button [UP] controls previously selected and activated chain hoists 

upwards. As long as the button is pressed, a movement is performed. When the 
button is released, the movements are stopped. The movements are also 
stopped when an alarm is present. 
In addition, the lift button is equipped with a lighting function. This indicates the 
readiness of all connected controllers (see EMERGENCY STOP button). 

   
Lower button The lowering button [DOWN] controls the selected and activated chain hoists 

downwards. As long as the button is pressed, a movement is performed. When 
the button is released, the movements are stopped. The movements are also 
stopped when an alarm is present. 
In addition, the lower button is equipped with a lighting function. This indicates 
the readiness of all connected controllers (see EMERGENCY STOP button). 

   
Joystick The joystick controls previously selected and activated chain hoists up [UP] and 

down [DOWN]. In addition to the deflection of the joystick, the deadman button 
must be pressed on the joystick. If the joystick is brought into the middle position 
or the deadman button is released, the movement of the chain hoists is stopped. 
The movements are also stopped when an alarm is present. 

   
Touch screen The display and the data and commands are entered via the touch screen. No 

movement can be triggered by touch-screen operation alone. 
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5.2.2. Motor controls  The motor controls have the following controls: 
   

Operating mode selector The operating mode selector can be used to select between the computer control 
and the average control. 
Switch position vertical to [CPU]  computer control active 
Switch position horizontal  to [MAN]  average control active 
An active emergency control is also indicated by a yellow light on the [MAN] 
LED. 

   
Selector switches M1 to M8 The selector switches M1 to M8 are enabled when the average control is acti-

vated. They cannot be used in computer control mode. The selector switches are 
used to activate the corresponding chain hoist of the motor control in order to be 
able to move them. In addition, a selected chain hoist is indicated by a green 
light in the selection switch. 

   
Touch Screen The entry of data and commands will be done via the touch screen. No move-

ment can be triggered by touch-screen operation alone. 
   

5.3. Switch ON / program START / turn OFF 
 The control is switched on by turning the key switch to the [ON] position. 

 

 All motor controls start their boot sequence. After the boot sequence has been 
completed, a login page is displayed. If a handheld remote control with display or 
a control panel will be connected, will this also start the boot sequence. After the 
boot sequence is completed the start page appears and will asking you to 
connect to the master controller. For this purpose a button with the IP address of 
the master control is displayed. If this IP address is not correct, a different master 
IP address can be entered via the [Change Master Address] button. 

   
 If the connection to the master controller has been successfully established the 

login page appears. A user name must be choose and password must be en-
tered to login. In the delivery state the user "admin" is registered with the pass-
word "admin" in the user administration. To protect the system from unauthorized 
use the password should be changed or a new user with a password should be 
created. Afterwards the user "admin" has to be deleted. Please note that always 
one user has to exist. 

   

 

 After login the main page of the control unit will appear. The motor controls are 
not ready for operation at now, because the emergency stop system is not 
activated in this moment. 
Activate the emergency stop system by briefly turning the key switch in the [Start] 
position. If all motor controls have activated their emergency stop system the 
[UP] and [DOWN] buttons on the remote control or the ready light [READY] on 
the control panel are lighting up. 
If the emergency stop system of the first motor control is starting, then it will 
always switch on the downstream motor control. If the emergency stop system is 
not started in a motor control all other downstreamed motor controls will not 
switch on their emergency stop system. An appropriate message is displayed in 
the in-window of the screen, which motor controls are not ready. 

  This can have the following causes: 
   Wrong rotating field or missing phase at the power feeding of the motor 

control 
   Hardware error on the I / O module of the controller 
   Hardware error on the CPU module of the controller 
   The fault monitoring of the emergency stop system has tripped 
   A control fuse has tripped 
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  Before the control can be switched off all motor controls and operating units must 
be shut down. 

 To do this press the Menu and then the Power off icon. Confirm the additional 
security query. 
If all screens have shut down the control can be switched off by turning the key 
switch to position [OFF]. 

   
   

5.4. General operating instructions 
  The entering of data and commands will be done via the touch screen by press-

ing buttons (icons). 
  The following icons are used to enter commands in the various program func-

tions: 
   
  Navigation 
   

 Go to the previous page 

   
 Scroll up 

   
 Scroll down 

   
 Forward 

   
 Reward 

  
 Show and hide the menu 

   
 Show information window / call the help function / close information window

   
 Site selection 

   
 Screen reload 

   
 Exit / Logout 

   
 Settings 

  
 Settings load data 

  
 User administration 

  
 System settings 
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 Display settings 

  
 Tools 

  
 Set up control pages 

  
 Logbook 

  
 Project management 

  
 Create full screen 

  
 Set system time 

  
 SQL database 

  

 
  Switch load display kg / lbs 

   
 Lock screen 

   
 Shut down the system 
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 Data entry 
  
 Open keyboard 

   
 Open calendar 

   
 Saving the entered data 

   
  Control 
   

 Switchover between group selection and individual selection 

   

 
 Movement release Off / On 

   
 Display field strength Wifi (only with radio control) 

   
 Underload bypass Off / On 

   
 Deselect all chain hoists 

   
 Switch between top view / bar chart loads / line diagram loads 

   

  
 Switch between load display of all chain hoists in the system / Load display of the 

chain hoists in the current view / Load display of the selected chain hoists in the 
current view 

   
 Confirm all alarms → red = at least one new alarm is present 

   
 Confirm all alarms → green = no new alarm is present 

   
 Confirmation of individual alarms → red = new alarm is present and has not yet 

been confirmed 
   

 Confirmation of individual alarms → green = alarm still present, but has been 
confirmed 

   
  Further icons and display symbols are described in the respective functions. 
   

 Each page in the system can be reloaded by the user. Touch the touch screen 
for at least 3 seconds. A bar is displayed in the upper area. The page is reloaded 
by tapping the [Reload] button. 
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  If the input of letters or numbers is required, corresponding keyboards are 
shown: 

   
 The numeric keypad is displayed when numbers, possibly with a sign and 

decimal point, are to be entered. 
Tap the number buttons to replace the current value with a new value. 

 [<<]: Delete the last digit 
 [X]: Close the keyboard without typing the input 
 [OK]: Input end, the keyboard will be hidden, the entered value is transferred 

to the current input field. 

   
 The alphanumeric keyboard is displayed when letters and numbers or special 

characters are entered. 
 [<<]: Delete the last digit 
 [X]: Close the keyboard without typing the input 
 [shift]: Toggle between uppercase and lowercase letters as well as special 

symbols for a symbol 
  [caps]: Toggle between upper and lower case letters and special symbols for 

multiple symbols 
  [return]: Input end, the keyboard will be hidden, the entered value is transferred 

to the current input field. 
   

 Configuration data are usually displayed in table form. 8 channels of a controller 
can be seen. 
By tapping on the tabs at the top you can switch between the different groups of 
8. 
The data input is started by tapping on the respective data field. 

   
 If selection tables or display windows have more lines when those who can be 

shown on the screen, the picture content can be moved horizontally and v
cally with the picture bars. 

erti-

   
  Drive symbols 
   
  The following information about each drive is shown in the drive symbols: 
   
  Overview and functions for setting up 
   

  Color coding of the group 
  Channel number 
  Background color 
  Load indication 
  
  Drive selected 
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  Overview and control functions 
   

  Color coding of the group * 
  Channel number 
  Drive deselected 
  Background color 
   
  Drive selected 
  Load indication 
   
  Movement direction lifting 
   
   
   
   
   
  Movement direction lowering 
   
   
   
  Warning 
   
   
   
  Alarm 
   

    
  * Drives with a gray frame are not assigned to any group 
    
  The current load is displayed in the drive symbols for each drive. If the load 

measurement is deactivated will this be indicated by [OFF] in the drive symbol. 
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6. Program functions 
6.1. Start of the system 

 After the system is switched on and the boot sequence is 
completed, the start page appears in the control unit. 

  
 Pressing the [Connect to] button makes the control unit 

connect to the configured master motor control. If the d
played IP address is not correct, you can change the IP 
address by pressing the [Change Master Address] button. 

is-

   
 After successfully connecting to the master motor controller 

the login appears. 
  
 Select a login name and enter the password. (See point 5.3) 

    

6.2. Main page 
 The main page of the control appears after login. 
 The main page consists of the view area of the drives and the 

button area (icons). 
The drive symbols are displayed in the view area. These can 
be moved when the page is set up. This graphical a
ment of the drive symbols facilitates a clearer view. 
The buttons at the bottom of the screen are displaying all 
buttons which are available on this page. 

rrange-
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6.3. Main menu 
 The main menu is displayed by tapping the button . Press 

the button again to hide the main menu. 
 The following buttons are displayed on the main menu: 
 

 
 Screen reload 

 
 

 Exit / Logout 

 
 

 Settings 

 
 

 Tools 

 
 

 Switching load indication in kg or lbs 

 
 

 Lock screen 

 
 

 Shut down the system 

   

6.4. Settings 
 The main menu item settings  is used to configure the 

load data and the system as well as users are managed. 
Screen settings can also be made. 

 
 

 Configuration of load data 

 
 

 User administration 

 
 

 System settings 

 
 

 Display settings 

    
6.4.1. Configuration of load data 
  In the load data will the type of the connected load measuring 

sensor as well as the limits for the load monitoring be a
signed for each channel with load measurement. 

s-

  In the table view, the load data can be displayed in detail and 
changed as required. 

 
 The table consists of two parts. These buttons can be used to 

switch between these two parts. 
  The table consists of 8 input lines. This corresponds to a 

control with 8 load measuring channels. 
 Above the table are the tabss for switching between the load 

measuring channels. By pressing these tabs, the c
ing channels are called up in the table. You can use the [-] 
and [+] buttons to scroll between the displayed switching ta

orrespond-

bs.
 en completed they must be saved by If all the entries have be

tapping the [Save] button. When the tables are left without 
saving all entries are rejected. 

 window. This button closes the configuration 
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 Some column headings are shown as icons. Each load 
measuring channel also has a button for selecting the c
nel. By selecting the channels and the icons of the colum
you can enter the same values for the selected channels. 
the example on the left, channels 1 to 3 are selected. 
The centra

han-
ns, 
In 

l selection of all channels allows the same values 
to be entered for all load measuring sensors in the system. 

   
  The following data are displayed in the first part of the table 

and can be changed if necessary. 
   

 Name Name of the load measuring channel consisting of 
channel number and motor control number 

 Tare Tare value (kg), the value can be entered here or 
determined in the load adjustment function. 

 UN-Load Value of the underload limit (kg), if the present 
value will be less then the underload limit the motor 
control will bring all drives into stop. 

 OV-Load Value of the overload limit (kg), if the present value 
is more then the overload limit the motor control 
will bring all drives into stop. 

 UN-Warn Value of the underload pre-warning (kg), the 
entered value is added to the underload limit. If the 
present value is falling under the sum of these two 
values, a graphic warning is displayed in yellow. 
However the stop of all drives is not triggered. 

 OV-Warn Value of the overload pre-warning (kg), the entered 
value is subtracted from the overload limit. If the 
difference between the two values is exceeded, a 
graphic warning is displayed in yellow. However 
the stop of all drives is not triggered. 

 Sensor Switching the sensor on and off. The sensor must 
be switched off if no sensor is connected or the 
sensor is defective. 

 Type Selection of the load measurement type 
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  The following data are shown in the second part of the table. 
These data are standard configuration values for the load 
measurement and should only be changed if necessary. 

   
 Name Name of the load measuring channel consisting of 

channel number and motor control number. 
 Drive Reserved for future versions 
 Hyster. The hysteresis is a switching difference between 

switching the over / underload alarms on and off. 
The alarm is activated when the specified limit is 
exceeded and it is only switching off when it 
returns to the permitted range of the hysteresis. 
This prevents a frequent switching on and off of the 
alarm at measured values in the near of the alarm 
limit. 

 Break/s Time for what the load measuring is interrupted 
after the start or after the stop of the movement, in 
order to eliminate inertial influences. 

 Average In order to filter out high-frequency fluctuations of 
the measured value, a number of measurements 
are averaged and only this average value is used 
for further measurement processes. Approximately 
20 measurements per second are carried out. 

 Smooth A further measurement value filtering is carried out 
by smoothing (inclusion of the previous value and 
of the new measured value for the calculation of 
the current value) 
0: no smoothing 
99: maximum smoothing 

 Zero mA Value which the load measuring sensor is giving 
out at a load of 0 kg (fixed property of the sensor) 

 kg/mA Increase of the measuring curve (fixed property of 
the sensor) 
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nauthor-
6.4.2. User administration 
  The user management is done to protect against u

ized use of the control unit. For this purpose, users with 
passwords and user rights can be entered into a table which 
will have access to the control unit. 

  The table consists 8 input lines for 8 users. 
 If more than 8 users are created tabs are displayed above the 

table for switching. Press these tabs to display the c
sponding rows in the table. You can use the [-] and [+] buttons 
to scroll between the displayed switching tabs. 

orre-

 A new line is created by tapping the [New] button. Multiple 
lines can be created. Blank lines are not accepted by the 
system. These must be deleted. 

 Press the [Del] button to delete marked rows. Lines can be 
selected by pressing on the rectangle icon at the beginning of 
the line. 

 Once all the inputs have been completed, they must be saved 
by pressing the [Save] button. 

 This button closes the configuration window. 

 When entering data in the Login, Password1, and Password2 
columns, make sure that no special symbols or spaces are 
allowed. When users are deleted the system monitors that at 
least one user is created. 

    
 Login Loginname of the user 
 Password1 Password of the user (hidden when leaving the 

user administration) 
 Password2 Password confirmation - must match the P

word1 (will be hidden when leaving the user 
administration) 

ass-

 Role User rights 
  Admin Access to all software parts of the 

controller 
Access to shutdown 

  User Access to control part, access to 
settings and tools 
Access to shutdown 

  Guest Can observe pages, access denied to 
control, settings, tools and shutdown 

 Page 
permissions

Access rights to control pages on and off 
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6.4.3. System settings 
  In system settings, it is possible to specify a gateway and 

DNS. 
 Display internet connection 

Red = no internet connection 
Green = internet connection 

 Save entries 

    
 Gateway IP-address Gateway 
 DNS IP-address DNS 
   

    
6.4.4. Display settings 
  Via the screen settings it is possible to switch off the screens 

of the control chassis after an adjustable time. 
If the screen has come off after the set time, it can be 
switched on again by touching it. A message indicating that it 
has been reactivated. While the screen is down, all icons on 
the screen are locked to prevent misuse. 

 The following settings are possible 
 Off No switch off 
 5 min Switch off after 5 minutes 
 30 min Switch off after 30 minutes 
 60 min Switch off after 60 minutes 
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6.5. Tools 
 

The Tools  main menu contains the following functions. 
 

 
 With this function it is possible to create user-

specific representations for the arrangement of the 
drives. In addition this function includes the a
justment of the tare for each load measuring 
channel. 

d-

 
 

 This button displays the logbook. 

 
 

 This button opens the project management. 

 
 

 This button can be used to restore the display to 
Full Screen mode. 

 
 

 This function can be used to set the system date 
and system time. 

 
 

 This function is used to restore the database. 

    
6.5.1. Set up the drive views for control and displaying  
6.5.1.1. Set up the drive views 

 In the first step of this function the page management a
pears on where you can select that page which will be edite
The last page which was used is also marked in red. It is 
possible to set up to 8 pages. 

p-
d. 

 
 

 By pressing on this button, the display can be 
switched between the selection pages 1 -4 / 5 - 8. 

 By tapping on the desired page will this one entered for 
editing. 

  

  The creation of pages is done in the following steps: 
  Step 1: Select the page to be set up 

 Step 2: Select the drive channels 

 Step 3: Select a background image 

 Step 4: Arrangement of the drive symbols 

 Step 5: Formation of groups 

    
  The following functions can also be entered: 

 Change the size of the drive symbols 

 Load adjustment Tare 

 Enter a page name as long text for display in the page s
tion window 

elec-

 Enter a page name as a short text for display in the icon of the 
page selection 
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 Step 2: Select the drive channels 
 Up to 48 drives can be displayed on one page. 
 The following rules apply for assignment: 
 Taping the unused display field and entering the channel 

number assigns the channel to the display field. If the channel 
is already assigned to another display field it will be deleted 
there and the field is released. 

 Taping a used display field and entering the channel number 
deletes the previously used channel number and replaces it. 
When 0 is entered the display field is released again. Possible 
group assignments are deleted. 

 Each channel can only be assigned once in a page. The 
assignment between the different pages is completely ind
pendent of each other. 

 
 

This button close this function. 

   
 Step 3: Selection of a stored  background image 
 You can use this function to show background images. 

Tapping on an appropriate entry selects the background 
image and displays it in the preview. The button [Use] is used 
to assign and display the graphic to the page. 

 The Stored Hallplans area displays all available images 
stored on the master. 

 In the area USB stick you can use pictures from a USB stick. 
These will be stored on the master at the same time and are 
then available in the Stored Hallplans area. 
Uploading images is described in section 6.5.1.3 on page 36.

 
 

This button is used to accept the selected b
ground image and exit the function. 

ack-

    
 Step 4: Arrangement of the drive symbols 
 In this step the drive symbols can be moved with the arrow 

keys on the screen. To do this single or multiple symbols can 
be selected. When the positioning is completed the symbols 
should not overlap. 

 
 

This button can be used to discard all changes. 

 
 

This button is used to accept the arrangement and exit 
the function. 
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 Step 5: Group formation 
 The drives which have to be controlled can be grouped in 

order to simplify the operation and increase the operational 
safety. 

 The drives of a group can be moved together.  
To select / deselect the group only a tap on one drive of the 
group is required. 

 The grouping can be temporarily canceled so that individual 
drives of a group can also be selected. 

 Drive symbols in gray color are not assigned to any group. 
  

   
  Execution of grouping: 

 Select the group 

 
 Tap the drive icons you want to assign to this group 

  If a drive symbol is selected that is already assigned to a 
group the assignment is changed by the new selection. The 
drive symbols of a group receive a frame in the same color. 

    
  Delete the grouping: 

 Selecting the button [Ungroup] 

 
 Tap the drive icons who should not longer assigned to 

this group. 
    

 This icon can be used to discard all entries. 

 This button saves and closes the group formation window. 

    
    

 Option: Zoom 
 This function can be used to modify the size of the drive 

symbols. 
 This requires the following steps: 
  Select the drive symbol by tapping 
  Touch the [+] button to enlarge the drive symbol 
  Tap the [-] button to reduce the drive symbol 
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6.5.1.2. Load adjustment 
 When the function is started the current gross weights are 

shown. If a tare has already been entered in the load data, 
this is taken into account and the current net load is d
played. With the load adjustment the net values of the se-
lected drives are set to a specific value, in which the tare is 
calculated as the difference between the current gross weight 
and the entered net weight and stored in the load data. The 
tare value can also be changed directly in the load data. 

 

 

The drive or the drives must be selected to enter a 
value. 

 

 

Press the keyboard button to open the keypad with 
which the value is entered. 

 

 

Pressing this button exits the adjustment function. 

 

 

Afterwards the net weight is shown in the drive 
symbol. 

 

 This function is typically used to set the net load to 0kg. For 
this purpose enter the value 0 via the keyboard. 

    
6.5.1.3. Use your own background image 
  The system provides the possibility to use own background 

images. These are automatically stored on the master and are 
thus also available for other pages. Ideally, the images should 
be uploaded as a PNG file in the size of 1412 x 586 pixels. 
The file system of the USB stick is VFAT. 

 To use your own background images, proceed as follows: 
 Insert the USB stick into the interface on the remote 

control 
 Open the function via the [PLAN] button 
 Select in the left part of the window [USB Stick] 
 In the left part of the window, select the image you want to 

use. In the right part a preview is displayed. 
 Touch the [Use] button to use the image 
 Close the function. The image is used for the currently 

edited page and stored on the master. 
   

    
 The Stored Hallplans area displays all images stored on the 

master. Tapping on an appropriate entry selects the b
ground image and displays it in the preview. The button [Use] 
is used to assign and display the graphic to the page. 

ack-

   
 The [Delete] button can be used to delete stored images 

on the master. Mark the images to be deleted and then 
tap [Delete] 

 The [Refresh] button refreshes the display in the left 
part of the window. 
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6.5.2. Alarm and user logbook 
 The alarm and user logbook is accessed by tapping the 

button in the tools main menu. Both logbooks are designed as 
ring memories. If the logbook is full, the oldest entries are 
overwritten by new entries. The size includes about 1000 
entries per logbook. 

   
 These buttons can be used to switch between the alarm and 

user logbook. 
   
 Both logbooks have filter functions. Filters can be switched on 

and off via the corresponding buttons. Red buttons indicate 
active filters. Gray buttons indicate that no filter is set. 

 The following filter functions are possible: 
 Filtering entries for specific users 

Usable in the user log 

 Selected users are displayed in the logbook. Deselected 
users are not displayed in the logbook. 

   
 Filtering entries in a specific period 

Usable in alarm logbook and user logbook 

 Enter a start date with time and an end date with time. 
 The [Now] buttons can be used to set the current system 

time. 
   
   

   
 Filter entries by load channel number 

Usable in the alarm logbook 
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 Filter entries by alarm type 
Usable in the alarm logbook 

 Selected types are displayed in the logbook. Deselected 
types are not displayed in the logbook. 

 Overload Overload alarm 
 Underload Underload alarm 
 Load error Error load display 
 Emergency Stop Emergency stop 
 General Error General Error 
 Manual Mode Manual Mode 
 Phase Error Phase Error 
 No Response No Response 
 A description of the alarms can be found in Appendix A1 on 

page 46. 
   
 The [Clear] button can be used to completely delete set filters 

in the corresponding views. In the main view, all filters are 
deleted. You get an empty logbook. 

 This button can be used to update the display of the logbook. 
This will display new entries created after the logbook has 
been opened. 

   
 All alarms are stored in the alarm logbook. 
 The following columns are displayed: 
 Date time stamp 
 Control control number 
 Channel channel at the control 
 Event alarm type 
 ACK state acknowledgment status 
   
 A description of the alarms can be found in Appendix A1 on 

page 46. 
   
   
 The user log stores the entries that a user makes in the load 

data. 
 The following columns are displayed: 
 Date time stamp 
 User user who made the entry 
 Name value that has been changed 
 Drive channel number consisting of the number of 

the controller and the number of the channel 
on the controller 

 Action action that was carried out 
 Old Val old registered value 
 New Val new entered value 
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6.5.3. Backup and restore projects 
 With the help of this function, the current status of the system 

with all configuration data can be saved and restored at a 
later date. It is possible to save several states. 

 In the [Stored Projects] section, all projects that are located 
on the master control are displayed. Here further projects can 
be saved. 

 If a USB stick is connected to the hand held remote control, 
you can save or read in projects on a USB stick by tapping 
this button. 

 
 

Scroll through the contents of the left window upwards

 
 

Scroll down through the contents of the left window 

 
 

Refreshes the content 

 
 

Leave project management 

   
 Backup projects 
 First, select the [Stored Projects] or [USB stick] area. 
 

 
Touch the [Export] button. 

  In the window that opens, enter a name and a c
ment. 

om-

  Confirm the entry by tapping the [Ok] button. The 
current state is now saved. 

  With the button [Cancel] the window can be closed 
without saving the project. 

   

   
 Restore projects 
 First, select the [Stored Projects] or [USB stick] area. 
 

 
Select a project by tapping the [ZIP] button 

  The [Meta Information] section displays information 
about the project. 

 
 

Tapping [Import] will restore the project. All current 
data of the system will be completely overwritten. 

   
   
   
   
   
 Delete projects 
 First, select the [Stored Projects] or [USB stick] area. 
 

 
Select a project by tapping the checkbox next to 
the project name 

 
 

The button [Delete] opens a query 

 [OK] Deletes the selected project 
 [Cancel] Cancels the operation, the project is not deleted 
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6.5.4. Restore full screen 
 If necessary, the display on the monitor can be switched back 

to full screen via this button. 

   
6.5.5. Set system time 

 This button can be used to set the system time. It is used 
among other things for the time stamp in the logbook. P
ing once sets all controls  and the remote control to the same 
time. At defined intervals, all control parts synchronize regu-
larly. 

ress-

 The current system time is displayed when the function is 
opened. To set a new time, enter a date and time in the 
appropriate fields. To accept it, tap on [OK]. 

   
6.5.6. Database repair    

 The system contains a database in which all necessary 
parameters are stored. If the database is defective, various 
buttons appear, allowing the following: 

 Restart database 
 This button allows you to restart the database and is always 

the first option, since the current data is not lost. 
 Read back last databasedump 
 If the [Restart database] fails, this button is used to read the 

last backup. If the readback is successful, all system settings 
must be checked and, if necessary, re-entered, e.g. l
parameter, page settings, etc. 

oad-

 Read back last databasedump copy 
 If the database dump is defective, the copy can be read by  

using this function. If the readback is successful, all system 
settings must be checked and, if necessary, re-entered, e.g. 
loadparameters, page settings, etc. 

 Factory reset 
 If neither a restart nor a readback of the database dump is 

successful, this button can be used to restore the delivery 
state. After the factory reset has been executed, the system 
must be set up again. 
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6.6. Load indication in kg or lbs 
  The display of the load values in the drive symbols can be 

switched between kg and lbs in the main menu. The current 
load value is shown in the button. 

 Load value button in kg 

 Load value button in lbs 

    

6.7. Lock screen 
 The screen can be locked if necessary. This prevents the 

unauthorized use of the system and on the other hand the 
use of the system can be blocked by other registered users. 

 

 

Press this button to lock the screen and to show the 
keyboard. If the current user's password is entered 
the screen will be unlocked. 

 

 

If the keyboard is closed by typing [x] without e
ing the password press the menu and the [Unloc
button to get the keyboard back. 

nter-
k] 
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6.8. Control 
6.8.1. Control with pages and variable drive symbols 

 The drives are controlled via the main page of the system, 
single cells, total loads and alarms are shown. 

 The system shows always the last used page. 
 

 

The name of the page is shown in the page selection 
icon. 

   
   

    
 The change to another page can be done as following: 
 

 

Press the button to open the page selection o
view. The overview of page 1 to 4 is shown. Press
the symbol again to show the overview of page 5
8. Repressing the icon closes the page selection 
overview. 

ver-
 

 to 

 By tapping the desired page in the page selection overview it 
will be closed and the page will be shown. 

 The red marked name in the page selection overview i
cates additionally the currently used page. 

ndi-

    
 As described in section 6.5.1 on page 33, the name of the 

page displayed in the page selection view can be changed. 

 As described in section 6.5.1 on page 33, the name of the 
page displayed in the page selection view open button can be 
changed. 
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  Note the symbol settings under section 5.4 
 In order to move drives, they must be selected and the 

movement released. As long as the movement is enabled, 
some buttons are disabled. To select a different page, the 
movement must be deactivated and all drives must be d
lected. 

   
   

    
 In this example, the drives 1 and 2 are to be moved. If group 

selection is activated, only one drive must be selected by 
tapping on the drive symbol. The other drive is selected 
automatically. If the individual selection is activated, both 
drives must be selected by tapping on the drive symbol. 

 The successful selection is indicated by a green bar. 
 The movement is released by tapping on the [Movement 

Release] button. Wait until the symbol appears green. 
 The drives are now ready. The movement of the drives is 

initiated by pressing the [UP] buttons for the directional lifting 
and [DOWN] for the directional lowering. When the c
sponding button is released, the movement is autom
stopped. On the control panel the movement is triggered and 
stopped by the built-in joystick on the control panel. To do 
this, the deadman button on the joystick must be activated in 
addition to the directional lifting (joystick up) or lowering 
(joystick down). 

orre-
atically 

    
 After completion of the movement, deactivate the movement 

release and deselect the drives by tapping the drive symbol or
the [Deselect all] button. 
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6.8.1.1. Load displays in diagram representation 
 

 

The page display can be switched at any time 
between overhead view / bar graph loads / line 
graph loads / combined bar – line . 

  The load display buttons can be used to switch the 
shown  load channels 

 

 

All drives in the system are displayed in the d
gram 

ia-

 

 

All drives on the currently selected page are 
displayed in the diagram 

 

 

All selected drives of the currently selected page 
are displayed in the diagram 

   
 The bars and lines are displayed in different colors. 
 Blue Load of the drive is in the normal range 
 Yellow Warning of imminent overload or slack in the 

suspension element (a warning must be configured 
in accordance with section 6.4.1 on page 28) 

 Red Overload of the drive or below the configured slack 
chain protection (underload) has occurred. 

   
   
   
   
   
   
   

    
6.8.1.2. Display of total loads 

 The button bar displays various total loads. The display can 
be changed with the button to the left of the display. 
The following loads are displayed: 

  T Tare 
  G Gross load 
  N Net load 

 
Total load of all drives in the system are displayed 

 Total load of all drives on the currently selected page are 
displayed 

 Total load of all selected drives of the currently selected page 
are displayed 

  Switched off load channels are not considered in the display. 
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6.8.1.3. Error during movement    
 If alarms occur during movement (see appendix A1), all drives 

are stopped and the alarm is displayed in the drive symbol. In 
addition, the [Info] button is displayed in red. 

   
   

 

   

    
 

 

To see the exact cause of the alarm, tap the [Info] 
button. 
All alarms are displayed in this window. 

 

 

Alarms that must be acknowledged are marked 
with this symbol. 

 

 

With this button all alarms can be acknowledged. 

 

 If there are no more alarms, the window must be closed by 
tapping the [Info] button twice. Tapping [Confirm All Alarms] 
will close the window automatically. 

    
 If there is an overload or underload, and if this is confirmed, 

this condition must be remedied by the intervention of the 
operator. This requires a precise assessment of the situation 
and the corresponding measures by the operator. 
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A1. Alarm messages 
 
Table 3: Alarms for monitoring the load on the drives 
 

Description Overload Underload Overloadwarning Underloadwarning Error load measuring 
Symbol   OL UL OW UW LF

Sensor Load measured value 
higher than limit 

Load measured 
value less than limit 

Load measured value 
higher than limit 

Load measured 
value less than limit 

Detected load smaller 
than minimum value 

Stop all while lifting X X - - X 
Stop all while lowering X X - - X 
Acknowledgment 
required X    X - - X 

Start: Lifting locked X - - - X 
Start: Lowering locked - X - - X 
Lowering only with 
underload bypass -    X - - X 

Connect load 
uring sensor 

meas-

Replace load 
uring sensor 

meas-Reset by Reduce load Increase load - - 

Switch off load 
measuring channel 
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Table 4: Alarms from system monitoring 
 

Description Average control on Electric rotating field 
wrong 

Emergency stop is 
triggered General error 

Notification Manual control + 
Box-Adresse 

Phase Error + Box-
Adresse 

Emergency Stop + 
Box-Adresse 

General Error + 
Box-Adresse 

Sensor Switch on the 
control 

Phase sequence 
relay 

Emergency stop 
signal  

Stop all while lifting X X X X 
Stop all while lowering X X X X 
Acknowledgment 
required -    - - -

Start: Lifting locked - X X - 
Start: Lowering locked - X X - 
Lowering only with 
underload bypass -    - - -

Reset by Switch off the Change the rotating Ac r-
g  - average control field 

tivate the eme
ency stop system
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